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a b s t r a c t
Providing runtime information about generic types – that is, reifying generics – is a
challenging problem studied in several research papers in the last years. This problem is not
tackled in current version of the Java programming language (Java 6), which consequently
suffers from serious safety and coherence problems. The quest for finding effective and
efficient solutions to this problem is still open, and is further made more complicated by
the new mechanism of wildcards introduced in Java J2SE 5.0: its reification aspects are
currently unexplored and pose serious semantics and implementation issues.
In this paper, we discuss an implementation support for wildcard types in Java.We first
analyse the problem from an abstract viewpoint, discussing the issues that have to be faced
in order to extend an existing reification technique so as to support wildcards, namely,
subtyping, capture conversion andwildcards capture inmethod calls. Secondly, we present
an implementation in the context of the EGO compiler. EGO is an approach for efficiently
supporting runtime generics at compile-time: synthetic code is automatically added to the
source code by the extended compiler, so as to create generic runtime type information
on a by need basis, store it into object instances, and retrieve it when necessary in type-
dependent operations. The solution discussed in this paper makes the EGO compiler the
first reification approach entirely dealingwith the present version of the Java programming
language.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The long awaited extension of Java with generics has been shipped since J2SE 5.0 after several years of research and
development, and currently represents the most substantial Java extension so far. However, generics are implemented
without a runtime support, namely, there is no reification of them during execution. This means that generic types are
simply introduced as a compile-time abstraction to enforce type-safety; they are erased to standard types by the compilation
process, andhence theynever enter the runtimedomain of the JavaVirtualMachine (JVM). As described in detail in [2,22] this
makes generics (i) hardly fit important Java frameworks such as Serialization and Reflection; and (ii) differ from standard
Java types as far as type-dependent operations are concerned (cast conversions, type tests through instanceof operator,
array operations). But most importantly, erasure causes the so-called heap pollution problem: certain cast operations are
statically accepted (with a warning) and succeed at runtime, but can later cause any field access or method invocation to
unpredictably fail. Runtime generics are also shown to be intrinsically more expressive in supporting the development
of certain programming idioms—like the expression problem [28]. Also, runtime generics are already implemented in
competitor frameworks such as .NET [15,26,36].
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Several solutions have been studied to address this problem—a rather complete list of references is [19,1,4,22,14,13,34,
32,33,20,2]. On the one hand, the JVMcan be redesigned to directly represent generic types [14], possibly limiting themodifi-
cations to the class loader only, as shown e.g. in [1]. On the other hand, generics can be reified by the compiler, which can au-
tomatically create additional code running on the existing JVM, and simulating a layer of runtime generics. Two approaches
following this direction are NextGen [4,20] and EGO (Exact-Generics on Demand) [33]. Though a JVM-based approach in-
evitably leads to a better-engineered solution (with greatest performance and coherence), as developed e.g for .NET [26],
compile-time approaches are still an interesting alternative that require no JVMmodification and is more easily deployed.
Most of the work on reification developed so far is based on generics as introduced in GJ language [19], that is, they
consider class-based, F-bounded polymorphism [6]. However, the Java programming language now comes equipped with a
brand newmechanism related to generics, calledwildcards [30]. This is the result of applying the construct known as variant
parametric types (VPTs) to the Java programming language [9,35]. Wildcard types (WTs) (also called wildcard parameterised
types) are types of the kind List<? extends T>, List<? super T>, List<?>—where T can be any valid reference type.WTs can
be considered as a notation to abstract over a number of different instantiations of the same generic class, e.g. any List<T>
where T is subtype of Number can be passed to where a List<? extends Number> is expected. This construct finds many suit-
able applications, e.g., in the Java Collections Framework (JCF) and the the Java Reflection API; in general, wildcards provide
a means by which subtyping (inclusive polymorphism) can better integrate with generics (parametric polymorphism).
Reifying WTs is currently an unexplored problem. It happens that they lead to very subtle semantic issues [9,35,30],
for they feature a multi-variant subtyping structure, (partially) hide a type system based on existential types, and affect
type inference in generic method calls. Hence, existing reification proposals can deal with wildcards only after a substantial
redesign that tackles very subtle and tricky issues. We strongly believe that this problem is of key importance: its solution
would lead to a new version of the Java programming language where generics and wildcards are handled as first-class
types, and are more homogeneously and uniformly integrated in the language.
The goal of this paper is to discuss a runtime implementation support for wildcard types in Java. The first contribution
is to analyse all the issues arising when reifying wildcards, and identify viable solutions for addressing them which could
be applied to any existing reification technique. This is achieved by considering the research theory on wildcards, as well
as details of the Java Language Specification (JLS) [10] and the current Java compiler, and identifying all the semantic issues
that have to be taken into account to provide a reification support—discussing e.g. non-termination of subtyping, hidden
existential types, and so on. Secondly, we apply this analysis to a specific reification technique, namely the EGO compiler
[33]. In EGO, the compiler automatically creates the necessary code to make sure that generic type information is created
once and on a by need basis, it is stored into object instances, and – thanks to specific caching techniques – it is quickly
retrieved when necessary in type-dependent operations. We show how the EGO project has been smoothly extended to
deal with wildcards, leading to the first reification approach for Java generics that entirely deals with the Java programming
language (from version 5.0).
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 summarises Java wildcards and analyses the reification
problem, Section 3 provides a detailed discussion of possible solutions, Section 4 briefly describes the EGO compiler,
Section 5 explains how this has been extended to deal with WTs, and finally Section 6 concludes providing final remarks.
2. On wildcards and reification
2.1. The wildcards mechanism in Java
Generics are useful to parameterise a class in a type: by providing different instantiations for such a type, several classes
are obtained that are useful in different contexts. For instance, a generic collection class Collection<E> can be defined that
abstracts over the type E of its elements. Type variable E is later to be instantiated to an actual type, so that types such as
Collection<String> and Collection<Integer> can be used where necessary.
There are some situations however in which only partial knowledge about the instantiation of a type variable is required,
hence no instantiation of it is a good choice. Suppose that a method containsAll(Collection<E> c) is to be added to class
Collection<E>, which takes another collection c and checks whether its elements are all contained in the receiver. When
thismethod is invoked on a receiverwith type Collection<Number>, only another collection of type Collection<Number> can
be passed as argument, though it is easy to recognise that also instances of Collection<Integer> and Collection<Float>
could in principle be passed—supposing Integer and Float are subtypes of Number. In general, any type Collection<T>
where T is a subtype of Number could be passed, but this is not possible using standard generics for they are invariant—
Collection<Integer> is not a subtype of Collection<Number> [9].
This situation can be overcome by integrating parametric polymorphism (generics) and inclusive polymorphism
(subtyping) [9], as developed in thewildcardsmechanism introduced in Java 5.0. After class Collection<E>has been defined,
one can use a type of the kind Collection<? extends E>, called a bounded wildcard (parameterised) type, as follows:
class Collection<E> {
...
boolean containsAll(Collection<? extends E> c){..}
}
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...
Collection<Number> cn=new Collection<Number>(...);
Collection<Integer> ci=...
Collection<Float> cf=...
boolean b1=cn.containsAll(ci);
boolean b2=cn.containsAll(cf);
Type Collection<? extends E> factors over any Collection<T> where T is a subtype of E (written T<:E henceforth):
hence, any object of such a type can be passed, resulting in an enhanced applicability of themethod. The following example,
again taken from the JCF, shows another kind of wildcard:
class Collections {
...
<T> static void sort(List<T> l,Comparator<? super T> c){..}
}
...
List<Integer> li=...;
Comparator<Integer> ci=...;
Comparator<Number> cn=...;
sort(li,ci);
sort(li,cn);
Here, the static sort() method accepts as input a list of elements with type T to be sorted, and a comparator for such
elements. Instead of declaring the comparator’s type as being Comparator<T>, it ismore useful to use Comparator<? super T>:
any instance of a type Comparator<S> with T<:S can be passed – dually to the case ‘‘? extends T’’ –, e.g. a comparator of
Numbers can be used to compare Integers. The last example of wildcard type is the unbounded version List<?>, literally
meaning any List<T>, which is used when the actual type of the list element does not care, as in a method of the kind:
static int size(Collection<?> c){..}
All such new types find an extensive use in the JCF to define in a flexible way constraints on the parameterisation of
collections. These types cannot be used to create objects in new expressions (expression new List<?>(..) is disallowed);
rather, they can be thought of as sort of interfaces over standard generic types. WTs can in fact be understood as a
generalisation of standard generic types, where the type parameter is not a concrete type, but rather a set of types, similar
to a sort of ‘‘interval’’—though it is not a proper interval for the subtype relation is a partial order. In particular, a type
List<? extends T> is associated to interval [<nulltype>, T], for it is a supertype of any List<R> where R is in between
<nulltype> and T—namely, R is a supertype of <nulltype> and a subtype of T. Similarly, type List<? super T> is associated
to interval [T, Object], List<?> to [<nulltype>, Object], and finally non-wildcard type List<T> to [T, T]—supposing Object
is the bound of X in the definition of class List<X>.
Most semantic aspects ofWTs can be described in terms of this interval-like notion, which in fact resembles the interpre-
tation of VPTs in terms of existential types [9]. For instance, subtyping is intuitively expressed in terms of inclusion of such in-
tervals: given twoWTs, S and T, S is a subtype of T if the interval induced by S is included in the one of T. For instancewe have:
List<? extends Integer> l1 = ...;
List<? extends Number> l2 = l1; // Covariance of "? extends"
// OK, for [<nulltype>,Number] includes [<nulltype>,Integer]
List<? super Number> l3 = ...;
List<? super Integer> l4 = l3; // Contravariance of "? super"
// OK, for [Integer,Object] includes [Number,Object]
List<? super Integer> l5 = ...;
List<? extends Number> l6 = l5; // Compile-time error
// No, for [<nulltype>,Number] does not include [Integer,Object]
2.2. On the reification problem
In this section we analyse the reification problem fromwhich Java currently suffers, and point out abstract requirements
of a complete solution to the problem.
The syntax of reference types in Java is informally expressed (following typical conventions of [6]) as follows:
W ::= T | ? extends T | ? super T | ? // Argument type
T ::= I<W1,..,Wn> | C<W1,..,Wn> | T[] // Reference types
R ::= C<> | C<?,..,?> | I<> | I<?,..,?> | R[] // Reifiable types
K ::= C<T1,..,Tn> | R[] // Types of objects
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where C ranges over class names, I over interface names, and lists such as ‘‘W1,. . . ,Wn’’ can be void (n ≥ 0). Reference types
T can thus include a (possibly generic) interface I<W1,..,Wn>, a class C<W1,.,Wn>, and an array T[].1
We first note that not all such types can be used to create objects, rather, Java operator new can be used only for types K.
On one hand, as already mentioned, a generic class can be used provided it has no wildcards (at the top-level), otherwise
it would be a sort of interface—a type like List<List<?>> could be used however. On the other hand, some restrictions are
applied to arrays: they can be created only if their element type R is a so-called reifiable type [10], namely, it is an array
whose element type is a reifiable type—either a class (or interface) type with zero type arguments or with the unbounded
wildcards everywhere.
Reifable types are also the only types which can be used in type tests with the instanceof operator, namely, the only
types which the runtime system can ‘‘see’’ when inspecting an object. This is a crucial point: in Java there is a mismatch
between those types K that are available at compile-time to create objects and types R that are available at runtime for
inspection. After the generic type of an object is lost at compile-time for some reason, due e.g. to an upcast to Object, there
is no way of recovering the instantiation of type parameters, for they are not available for inspection:
Object o=new List<String>(..);
boolean b=o instanceof List<?>; // true!
boolean b=o instanceof List<String>; // Compile-time error
So, in Java not all types are reified, for the erasure process during Java compilation [19,10] drops any generic information
from the bytecode, and hence from the runtime.
This known problem causes also the so-called heap pollution of Java [10]. The generic type of an object cannot be safely
recovered, hence it might be possible that – by unchecked conversions – the compile-time representation of an object does
not actually fit the content of the heap, later resulting in an exception in unexpected places of the code, as in the following
example:
List<Integer> li=new List<Integer>(..);
Object o=li; // To be used e.g. in Serialization
...
List<String> ls=(List<String>)o; // Unchecked warning
...
String s=ls.get(0); // Raises a ClassCastException
Heap pollution is a significant shortcoming for the Java programming language. Even the Java API has been compiledwith
unchecked warnings: this means that any program exploiting the API can in principle incur in exceptions in unexpected
places of the code. It is virtually impossible to certify a Java 5.0/6 code to be free of heap pollution: the language safety that
generics aimed at promoting is therefore compromised.
The goal of an extension of the language fully-reifying generic information is hence to solve this problem, making the
distinction between reifiable and non-reifiable types vanish. The new syntax of types would be the following:
W ::= T | ? extends T | ? super T | ? // Argument type
T ::= I<W1,..,Wn> | C<W1,..,Wn> | T[] // Reference types
K ::= C<T1,..,Tn> | T[] // Type of objects
Hence the goal of providing a full reification support to generics and wildcards is to lead to a more coherent and safe
version of the Java programming language.
2.3. On Java wildcards specification
In order to provide a full reification support tackling the Java wildcards mechanism, it is of great importance to have a
precise, clean, and complete description of their semantics available—in principle, a whole formalisation would be needed.
However, at this time this is not the case.
A first reason comes from the origins of this mechanism. After an initial attempt to introduce VPTs [8] in Java failed,2
a similar expressiveness and rather different syntax was obtained through a fairly new mechanism of wildcards (more
inspired to structural virtual types [27]). A main difference was on the way wildcard types are used when accessing
fields/methods/supertype through them (i.e. opening/closing [9]): although the wildcards solution is more expressive, it
ultimately exposes Java programmers with the difficult concept of existential type [16,35,29,3] —hidden by the capture con-
versionmechanismas shown innext section (see also [10] Section 5.1.10). This newsemantics leads to a languagemechanism
that has no clear and complete formal foundation. One work trying to formalise this mechanism is the workshop paper in
1 Actually, another kind of types are raw types [7], introduced in Java 5.0 to let programmers use generic types in the legacy way, as unparameterised
types. In this paper we decided to neglect their treatment for the sake of simplicity. How/whether they should be supported in a language with reification
is a completely orthogonal issue.
2 It temporarily appeared in the so-called Tiger prototype of J2SE5.0 compiler (see [21]).
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[29], which defines a core calculus for wildcards along with a type system based on existential types. However, in this work
crucial parts of the semantics are neglected, like type inference in method calls, and no proof of properties is reported. Sim-
ilarly, in [3] a subset of wildcards that does not deal with lower bounds is formalised using existential types and is proven
sound. These works might be a solid basis for fully formalising wildcards, but this objective is currently not achieved.
Similarly, the JLS mostly underspecifies the semantics of wildcards, which is moreover even subject to changes as new
(sub)versions are released, making it difficult to systematically analyse, describe, and use them. Very often, testing the
behaviour of JDK compiler – or even trying to interpret its source code – is the only means to check how certain subtle
situations are dealt with.
Accordingly, starting from all the above sources of information, in next section we analyse what subtleties of wildcards
may affect the reification problem, and propose solutions which can result in an easier understanding of the mechanism.
3. Issues in reifying wildcards
Starting from the problem setting described in previous section, we discuss in detail all the issues that must be tackled
in order to extend an existing reification support for generics so as to deal with the wildcards mechanism.
3.1. Representation of wildcards
A first problem to be faced is obviously how to represent WTs at runtime. An existing reification support for generics
should already provide means to keep a representation of types that does not mention wildcards, like e.g. C<String>,
D<String,Integer>, and so on. In order to deal with wildcards, it should be possible to represent also types of the kind
C<C<?>>, D<C<? extends Numer>,C<? super Number>>, and the like, that is, possibly having wildcards at some inner level
of parameterisation. For uniformity with the recursive case, the runtime system should deal with the general situation of
generic typeswith the four kinds of parameterisation C<T>, C<? super T>, C<? extends T>, and C<?>; moreover, for any type
T it should be able to represent the array T[]. Concerning arrays, and as far as runtime support is concerned, we note that
a type T[] could be simply represented as a class type Array<? extends T>, where Array is a special generic class with one
type argument: this basically accommodates all the subsequent issues concerning integration of wildcards and arrays, such
as e.g. subtyping between arrays.3
Concerning class types, there are two main ways in which they can be represented, which are both viable techniques for
an actual reification proposal. On one hand, the conceptual framework of variant parametric types (VPT) [9] can be adopted.
There, each type parameter of a generic type is associated with a flag v, or variance annotation, namely: o, +, - and *, used
for denoting an invariant, covariant, contravariant and bivariant type parameter, respectively. A mapping between VPTs
and WTs is defined so that C<oT> means C<T>, C<+T> means C<? extends T>, C<-T> means C<? super T>, and finally C<*T>
means C<?> independently of T. For example, type E<? extends String,? super Number,?> can be represented by VPT-like
notation E<+String,-Number,*Object>. Note that this representation subsumes the one for standard generic types, since a
generic type can be represented as a VPT where all the annotation symbols are set to o, e.g. E<Number,Number,String> is
represented by E<oNumber,oNumber,oString>.
Alternatively, the concept ofwildcard type argument can be introduced as described in [10], leading to a slightly different
representation ofWTs. Awildcard type argument can be thought of as an unnamed type variable associated to both an upper
and a lower bound; in this case, a mapping can be defined so that a WT can be represented by a generic type exploiting one
or more wildcard type arguments. As an example, the type List<? extends String> can be represented as the generic type
List<W>where W is a wildcard type argumentwhose upper bound is String andwhose lower bound is <nulltype>. The other
types of wildcard are handled similarly, assigning lower bound and upper bound considering the interval metaphor. This
kind of representation is the one that naturally follows from the JLS, though in the following we will abstract away from
which technique is actually used, for they are mostly equivalent ones.
Other than representing wildcards, the representation of a WTs must also keep track of the upper bound(s) that a class
declaration associates to each type parameter. Given a definition of the kind ‘‘class C<X1 extends T1,..,Xn extends Tn>’’,
type Ti is associated to the ith type parameter of any type generated from C. Note that a bound could actually be
a so-called F-bound [19], namely, could mention type variables of the class as in definitions C<X extends B<X>> or
C<X extends B<Y>,Y extends B<X>>. Amain reason for keeping track of such bounds is that they are the actual upper bound
of wildcard type arguments for types of the kind C<? super T>.
After wildcards get a proper representation, the reification support should guarantee that an object created from a type
exploiting a wildcard, like List<List<? extends Number>>, is associated to the runtime representation of such a type in
some way, so that the below code can be correctly executed:
Object o=new List<List<? extends Number>>(..);
...
boolean b=o instanceof List<? extends List<?>>;
3 The use of the bounded wildcard in Array<? extends T> is motivated by the fact that Java arrays are covariant, namely T[] is a subtype of R[] if and
only if T is a subtype of R.
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In order to process the instanceof operator, the runtime system must first access the type of object o, and then use it
to check whether List<List<? extends Number>> is a subtype of List<? extends List<?>>. The way such an association is
to be implemented in not an issue here, for it should likely mimic the way in which the existing reification support already
associates objects to their types.
As for next subsections, we conclude each discussion by reporting the concrete requirements of a reification support for
wildcards.
Requirement 1. The reification support should:
• attach to each object a type representation T of the kind C<W1,..,Wn>where each W is of the kind T, ? extends T, ? super
T, or ?;
• make such types carry type (F-)bounds to each type parameter;
• provide a means to retrieve the type of an object when needed in type-dependent operations.
3.2. Capture conversion and direct supertype
Other than representation, the above example shows that another crucial issue is subtyping: the runtime system must
be able to check whether two types (possibly being WTs) are in the subtype relation. A first problem is finding the direct
supertype of a WT, which is of course a crucial brick of subtyping test. The JLS ([10] section 4.10.3) states that:
‘‘The direct supertypes of the type C<R1, R2, . . . , Rn>, where at least one of the Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a wildcard type
argument, are the direct supertypes of C<X1, X2, . . . , Xn>, where C<X1, X2, . . . , Xn> is the result of applying capture
conversion to C<R1, R2, . . . , Rn>.’’
This means that each time the direct supertype of a WT is to be computed, a conversion operator called capture conversion
is applied. Such an operator basically amounts at dropping wildcard type arguments in favour of fresh type variables with
certain bounds. Consider a generic class definition of the kind C<X1 extends T1, X2 extends T2, . . . , Xn extends Tn>, and let
notation [T1/X1,. . . ,Tn/Xn]R represent type R after all occurrences of type variable Xi are substitutedwith type Ti (for each
i). Capture conversion operator accepts a (possibly wildcard) generic type of the kind C<W1, W2, . . . , Wn> and returns a new
type C<V1, V2, . . . , Vn>, obtained by substituting eachwildcard type argument Wi with a fresh type variable (say it is Z) with
certain lower bounds and upper bounds (denoted as∆−(Z) and∆+(Z), respectively). These are computed using the interval
metaphor as follows:
• if Wi is of the kind ? (i.e. an unboundedwildcard) then Vi is a fresh type variable Z such that∆+(Z) is [V1/X1,. . . ,Vn/Xn]Ti
and∆−(Z) is <nulltype>;
• if Wi is of the kind ? extends Bi then Vi is a fresh type variable Z such that∆+(Z) is the greatest type that is both a subtype
of Bi and [V1/X1,. . . ,Vn/Xn]Ti, and∆−(Z) is <nulltype>;
• if Wi is of the kind ? super Bi then Vi is a fresh type variable Z such that∆+(Z) is [V1/X1,. . . ,Vn/Xn]Ti and∆−(Z) is Bi;
• if Wi is a non-WT argument then Vi is Wi.
In other words, thanks to lower bounds and upper bounds, a fresh type variable is allowed to range over all
the possible instantiations expressed by the original wildcard. For instance, we have that capture conversion of
Pair<? extends String, Integer> yields Pair<Z,Integer> where Z is a fresh type variable such that ∆+(Z) = String and
∆−(Z) = <nulltype>, also written <nulltype><:Z<:String—note that the second argument Integer is not affected by
capture conversion, for it is not a wildcard.
Consider now a more complex example of a class definition of the kind ‘‘class D<X> extends C<C<? extends X>>’’:
what would be the direct supertype of type D<? extends String>?. The first step is to apply capture conversion to
D<? extends String>, which yields D<Z> where <nulltype><:Z<:String. Now, we simply compute the supertype of this
new type – the standardway is used since this type has nowildcard type argument –which yields C<C<? extends Z>>, where
<nulltype><:Z<:String. Notice that this type cannot be directly expressed by a programmer in Java—it is not a proper WT,
it can be understood as the bounded existential type ∃Z<:String.∃Y<:Z.C<C<Y>> as described in [35,29,10]. However, the
Java compiler already deals with this kind of types. As a result, a reification support dealing with wildcards must be able to
represent even such types, and in particular, the concept of fresh type variable (with an upper and a lower bound).
Note that the interplay between capture conversion and F-bounded polymorphism can lead to recursive patterns as the
upper/lower bound of a fresh type variable might rely upon the fresh type variable itself. This can happen when capturing
a WT C<W1, W2, . . . , Wn> in which some Wi is of the kind ‘‘? super T’’ or ‘‘?’’. For example, given a class declaration of the
kind:
class D<X extends Comparable<X>> extends C<C<? extends X>> ..
the direct supertype of D<? super Number> is computed as follows
(1) Apply capture conversion to the type D<? super Number>, which yields type D<F>, where F is a fresh type variable with
bounds∆−(F) = Number and∆+(F) = Comparable<F>;
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(2) the direct supertype of D<? super Number> is given by the type substitution [F/X]C<C<? extends X>>, hence it is
C<C<? extends F>>where∆−(F) = Number and∆+(F) = Comparable<F>.
Requirement 2. The reification support should:
• represent the concept of fresh type variable as possible instantiation of a type parameter, carrying a type (F-)upperbound
and lowerbound;
• use it to compute the direct supertype of a type through capture conversion.
3.3. The subtyping algorithm
We here present a simplified and ready-to-implement version of the subtyping algorithm for wildcard types, obtained
by a combination of three main ingredients: capture conversion, standard inheritance, and subtyping between existential
types as shown in [29,9,3]. Let R and S be two correctly formed WTs of the kind C<U1, U2, . . . , Um> and D<V1, V2, . . . , Vn>,
respectively (m, n ≥ 0); the algorithm decides whether R<: S in the following steps:
(1) while C 6= D, compute the test R’<: Swhere R’ is the direct supertype of R;
(2) when C= D (then n = m), first convert by capturing both R and S, and then for all i (1 ≤ i ≤ n):
• if Vi is not a fresh type variable, check that∆−(Ui)=∆+(Ui)= Vi;
• if Vi is a fresh type variable, check that [Ui/Vi]∆−(Vi)<:∆−(Ui) and that∆+(Ui)<:[Ui/Vi]∆+(Vi);
(3) if C= Object 6= D fails.
As already discussed, fresh type variables are hence handled as ‘‘intervals’’ between the lower bound and upper bound,while
non-type variables are singletons: the two cases in (2) basically amounts at checking interval containment. As an example
consider a class declaration of the kind List<X>; then the type List<? extends Number> is a subtype of List<?> since:
• by capturing them we obtain List<X>where <nulltype><:X<:Number, and List<Y>where <nulltype><:Y<:Object;
• the argument of second type being a fresh type variable, we use the second rule of (2), which is successful since ∆−(Y)
= <nulltype><:∆−(X) = <nulltype> and∆+(X) = Number<:∆+(Y) = Object.
As an example of subtyping involving F-bounds, consider a class declaration of the kind List<X extends Comparable<X>>;
then the type List<? super Number> is a subtype of List<? super Integer> since:
• by capturing both sides we obtain (accordingly to the F-bounded variant of the capture conversion algorithm described
in the previous section) List<X>where Number<:X<:Comparable<X>, and List<Y>where Integer<:Y<:Comparable<Y>;
• the argument of second type being a fresh type variable, we use the second rule of (2), which is successful since ∆−(Y)
= Integer<:∆−(X) = Number and∆+(X) = Comparable<X><: [X/Y]∆+(Y) = [X/Y]Comparable<Y> = Comparable<X>.
Requirement 3. The reification support should:
• implement the subtyping algorithm between two types using the above approach;
• rely on it to support type-dependent operations.
3.4. On decidability
Unfortunately, decidability of subtypingwithwildcards is still an open issue [12,11,29]. Accordingly, the above subtyping
algorithm, which mimics the one used at compile-time by current implementation of J2SE 6 compiler, might possibly fail
to terminate. This is of course undesirable at compile-time, and it is even worse at runtime. It is possible to show that the
execution of certain Java subtyping tests never terminates under the assumption that generics and wildcards are reified at
runtime and the above subtyping algorithm is used. Fig. 1 shows two examples involving non-terminationwhen performing
subtyping tests. In the top side, the runtime should perform the subtyping test B<: A<? super B>, recursively leading to the
same test after few algorithmic steps, as shown below:
B <: A<? super B>
A<A<? super B>> <: A<? super B>
A<A<? super B>> <: A<X> B <: X
B <: A<? super B>....
This non-termination problem can actually be easily prevented by detecting loops when performing the subtyping test, e.g.
by exploiting a subtyping cache keeping track of all pending subtyping tests. When performing the subtyping test S<: T the
subtyping cache is searched for a matching pair of the form (S, T ); if such a pair exists the test is aborted and the answer
false is provided. In the example shown above, the runtime should detect that a matching pair for the subtyping test B<:
A<? super B> already occurs in the subtyping cache, so that the test can terminate immediately with a negative reply. Note
that this is the way in which current Java compiler deals with this kind of non-termination [24].
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Fig. 1. Two examples of non-termination of the subtyping algorithm.
However, there can be more offending situations as described in the second example in Fig. 1. The subtyping test there
goes as follows:
B<Object> <: A<? super B<Object>>
A<A<? super B<B<Object>>>> <: A<? super B<Object>>
A<A<? super B<B<Object>>>> <: A<X> B<Object> <: X
B<Object> <: A<? super B<B<Object>>>
A<A<? super B<B<Object>>>> <: A<? super B<B<Object>>>
A<A<? super B<B<Object>>>> <: A<Y>, B<B<Object>> <: Y
B<B<Object>> <: A<? super B<B<Object>>>....
B<B<B<Object>>> <: A<? super B<B<B<Object>>>>....
Caching is per se not sufficient to detect this kind of non-termination since the subtyping test B<Object> <:
A<? super B<Object>> recursively leads to the more complicated expression Si<:Ti where both types B<Object> and
A<? super B<Object>> are nested in S and T, respectively (i is the nesting level). As such, we cannot take advantage of a
subtyping cache since types are growing endlessly. Note that javac suffers from a very similar problem [25], causing the
compiler to crash – with a java.lang.StackOverflowError error – when given the above code the following instruction is
compiled:
A<? super B<Object>> o = new B<Object>();
The only known way to tackle this problem is to force the subtyping algorithm to abort and yield a negative reply
after a certain amount of steps (which is quite reasonable in a runtime perspective). In [12] the problem of subtyping
decidability is formally characterized with respect to the so called declaration-site variance setting, that is, where subtyping
properties of generics are expressed at declaration time like in C# and Scala, rather than when using a type as with
wildcards (use-site [9]). Under this assumption subtyping decidability can be viewed as the result of the interplay between
(i) contravariance, (ii) non-finitary inheritance – extends/implements clauses possibly leading to non-finite sets of direct
supertypes – and (iii) multiple instantiation inheritance—implementing several instantiations of the same generic interface
(e.g. Comparable<Integer> and Comparable<String>). In particular, the Scala language is equipped with declaration-site
variance in a way that subtyping decidability is preserved [17], since non-finitary inheritance is disallowed at compile-time
by means of a technique derived from [31].
Unfortunately no complete solution has been proposed for Java so far. Java forbids multiple instantiation inheritance
(because of type erasure), but this is not sufficient for proving subtyping decidability, since Java relies on use-site variance,
which is more expressive and powerful with respect to declaration-site variance. Moreover, Java supports F-bounded
polymorphism, possibly leading to forms of non-termination of subtyping that have not been characterised yet.
Requirement 4. The reification support should:
• ensure termination of the subtyping test (possibly yielding a negative reply when a proper solution is not likely found).
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Fig. 2. Capture conversion in method calls.
3.5. Type inference in method calls
In the context of reification of generic types, a technique should be provided so that type parameters inferred by the
compiler for a generic method call are properly reified. As a simple example consider generic method doClone() in Fig. 2:
at the call side, its type variable T can either be explicitly specified as in expression <String>doClone(..), or be inferred
as in expression doClone(new List<String>(...)) (where it is inferred to String). In both cases, the actual instantiation
of T should be reified and associated to the receiver code, so that instruction new List<T>() in method doClone() actually
creates an object whose type is the same as argument l.
This requirement can be a problem since there are situations in which the compiler can actually infer types that are not
expressible types of the Java language itself—types that a programmer cannot write down for they are not part of the actual
Java language. Rather, it can be a non-expressible type [10], internally handled by the compiler.
As an example consider the following class declarations:
interface I1 { ... }
interface I2 { ... }
class A implements I1, I2 { ... }
class B implements I1, I2 { ... }
public class C {
static <Z> Z choose(Z th, Z that) { ... }
void main(){
A z = choose(new A(), new B());
}
}
The method choose() is called by passing as arguments an object of type A and an object of type B, respectively. In this
situation the inference process leads to a compound type (namely, an intersection type [10]) Object&I1&I2. This is indicated
by the fact that the above code raises the following compilation error
incompatible types
found : Object&I1&I2
required: A
since type A for variable z does not match with the expected return type.
This problem of generic reification gets further complicated as far as wildcards are concerned. Wildcards allow to factor
over different instantiation of the same generic class, as such, they have been fruitfully exploited for improving javac type
inference in generic method calls [10,30]—this can be regarded as one of the most remarkable properties of Java wildcards.
Unfortunately, such a flexibility comes at a price, as the following example reveals:
class A<X>{}
class B extends A<B>{}
class C extends A<C>{}
class D{
static <Z> Z choose(Z th, Z that) { ... }
void main(){
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choose(new List<B>(), new List<C>());
}
}
This time, the method choose() is called by passing as arguments a List<B> and a List<C>, respectively. In this situation
the inference process would lead to an infinite type, namely List<? extends A<? extends A<? extends A<...>>>>.
However, since javac does not support infinite types yet [23], an approximation is used in which the infinite recursion
is truncated by an unbounded wildcard as in List<? extends A<? extends A<?>>>. In a generic call of the kind
choose(new List<Double>(), new List<String>());
it would even be inferred a type that is both compound and infinite. In a context of reification of generic types,
approximating such typesmight lead to amismatch between the compile-time and the runtime type of a given type variable.
In order to avoid this inconvenience it would be possible to either (i) emit a warningwhen a non-expressible type is inferred
for a method type variable or (ii) provide explicit support for both compound types and infinite types at runtime. Note that,
by choosing the latter, we would have runtime types in which one or more arguments can be an infinite type: such a choice
would hence require great care and investigation.
Requirement 5. The reification support should:
• represent generic types where the instantiation of a type parameter is the result of type inference.
3.6. Captured calls
In order to improve interoperability between wildcards and generic methods, Java allows to invoke a generic method
passing as argument a wildcard type, as in the example shown in Fig. 2. Method doClone() is called within clone()with an
argument of type List<?>, that is, without specifying an actual instantiation for type variable T—nor any true ‘‘type’’ can be
inferred for it. Instead, as described in the JLS [10], the compiler assumes that type variable T is instantiated to type notation ?
(more precisely to the type Z, where Z is a fresh type-variable that has been generated during capture-conversion), meaning
‘‘any type’’; hence the above code is correctly compiled, and when executed it assigns to variable l2 a List object. We call
this kind of invocation captured call.
In the context of reification, however, the semantics of method doClone() – that is, creating a new object with same
content and type of the argument passed – can be preserved only if there is away to consider as instantiation for T a concrete
Java type (say String) instead of ?. This would guarantee to correctly create the object through expression ‘‘new List<T>()’’,
that is, to assign a List<String> object to l2. Put in general terms, captured calls can correctly support runtime types only
if there is a way of dynamically recovering the right instantiation of the method type parameters from the runtime type of
the arguments passed. Assuming that <X1, X2, . . . Xn>m(F1, F2, . . . Fk) is a genericmethod declaration and m(t1, t2, . . . tk) a
genericmethod call, where the runtime types of t1, t2, . . . tn are T1, T2, . . . Tk, respectively, the following steps are required
to infer concrete runtime types for each type parameter Xi in m:
(1) Consider the type Ui that has been inferred (at compile-time) for the type variable Xi of m. It can be either:
• a resolved type C—in this case no further step is required
• a fresh type variable—in this case a concrete type is found using the rest of the arguments (see below).
(2) the list of types F1, F2, . . . Fk is searched in order to find the formal argument Fj containing Xi as a top-level type
argument (say in position p).
(3) The type corresponding to the instantiation of Xi is hence the pth actual type parameter of Tj.
As stated in [10,30], a captured type variable Xi may only occur as a top-level type argumentwithin the declaration of a given
generic method m. Moreover the compiler disallows a captured type variable to appear in more than one formal arguments
of m. Those assumptions ensure that a path to the concrete type that has to be inferred for Xi exists and is unique.
Requirement 6. The reification support should:
• in a generic method, be able to extract the actual instantiation of a type variable from the actual method’s arguments;
• make such an instantiation available during method execution.
4. The EGO compiler
Soon after GJ was proposed for implementing generics in Java [19], and early compile-time proposals for reification had
no great success [4,34,18], it was commonly accepted that an effective and efficient reification support for generics could be
supported only by a change to the run-time system, as proposed e.g. in [1,22,14,13,2] and implemented in .NET. The research
leading to the EGO compiler, culminating in the present article, shows instead that even a compile-time approach can be
exploited similarly to other existing Java language features such as e.g. inner classes—though solutions at the JVM level have
obviously better performance and coherence, and may be more appealing for an official release of the language.
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Fig. 3. An example of generic source code.
The EGO compiler (Exact Generics on-Demand) [33] is the result of a project developed in collaboration with Sun
Microsystemswith the goal of evaluating a smooth support to runtimegenerics,whichwouldnot require changes on the JVM
or on any other component of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE). The solution conceived and developed is a sophisticated
translation of code based on the type-passing style [34,32] – also known as lifting of type parameters – where runtime type
information is automatically created on a by-need basis, and cached for future utilisation.
The main idea of EGO’s translation scheme is to reify the generic type used to create an object to an actual further
argument (called descriptor) to be passed to the constructor. The constructor is then automatically modified so that this
descriptor gets automatically stored into a newly-generated field for later accesses: in this way each instance of a generic
class will hold a reference to its exact generic type. Such an information is later used when necessary, e.g. when a cast
operation occurs, when executing a type test, or when serialising the object. Several critical issues had to be tackled in
order to make this general idea a fully-fledged solution, including performance, compatibility, and so on. In particular,
EGO compiler has been developed with the following features: (Laziness) Descriptors are created only the first time they
are required, preventing any interference with usual Java class loading dynamics, and avoiding the problem of infinite
polymorphic recursion [34]; (Completeness) The type-passing translation schema is applied not only to generic classes, but
also generic methods, generic inner classes, interfaces, and arrays; (Effectiveness) A number of bridging techniques were
introduced to deal with effectiveness issues such as interoperability between legacy and generic Java code and support to
separate compilation; (Efficiency) The need to obtain good performance results of the translated code pervasively affected
all the aspects of the translation; and (Implementation modularity) EGO compiler is implemented as a modular extension to
the javac compiler, namely, a further translation step to the abstract syntax tree (AST) just before the type-erasure process.
In this section we provide a brief overview of the translation schema of EGO, which in next section will be extended to
deal with wildcards.
4.1. Type descriptors in EGO
EGO compiler represents generic types information by so called class descriptors. The class Cla used for representing the
class descriptor for a type C<T> is structured in threemain parts: (i) a Class object which stands for the class C; (ii) an array of
descriptorswhich keeps track of the instantiation of type parameters, in this case containing only T’s type descriptor; and (iii)
a reference to the descriptor for C<T>’s direct supertype. As already mentioned, arrays are handled through a special case of
class descriptor, namely, a class Arr extending from Cla. Accordingly, the below discussion focuses on generic classes, while
it smoothly applies to arrays aswell. Similarly, other abstractions like raw types, generic inner classes and generic interfaces,
are implemented through proper kinds of descriptors, which are not discussed in detail for the sake of simplicity—e.g. the
raw type for List is represented by a type descriptor List<Any>where Any is a special descriptor.
EGO provides a hash-consing mechanism to quickly store and retrieve descriptors [26]. When a descriptor is required it
is first searched in a global descriptor registry (a hashtable): if it is not found the descriptor is created and registered there.
Moreover, the reference to a descriptor is also stored locally to where it has been used, e.g. as static field of a client class,
leading to a particularly space- and time-efficient double-caching mechanism [33]. The details of this kind of management
are encapsulated into a method $crCLA(), automatically added by the EGO compiler to a generic class (C), which takes the
instantiation of the type parameters (T) and yields the corresponding descriptor of the current class (C<T>), also taking care
of other tasks such as registering the descriptor and setting the descriptor for its direct supertype.
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Fig. 4. Translation with EGO of code in Figure 3.
4.2. Type passing Technique in EGO
Fig. 3 reports an example of class SimpleList<X>, and Fig. 4 its corresponding translation. An argument of type Cla is
added to the constructor, representing the generic type under instantiation. Its content will be stored in the EGO-generated
field $d: this is meant to contain information about the runtime type of the current instance, passed from the client that
invokes the constructor. Note that the legacy constructor is kept to support compatibility with legacy code: there, the new
constructor is called by passing a special descriptor for the raw type of SimpleList, namely, the type given by the type
system to the non-generic type SimpleList. Moreover, it is common practice in Java to add synthetic fields and methods
during compilation – e.g. bridge methods for generics [19], or new fields for inner classes – so introspection by Reflection
would be supported by a similar compatibility degree. The reification schemawhen creating an object is of the general kind:
new List<X>(e1,e2,..) -> new List<X>(/*Desc for List<X>*/,e1,e2,..)
namely, an appropriate expression – which is in charge of efficiently creating/retrieving the descriptor – is added as first
argument of a generic class’ constructor. Descriptors can be of two different kinds: (i) they can be independent of the current
generic instantiation, such as e.g. type List<String>, which we call closed descriptors, or (ii) they may include type variables
of the scope, such as List<Z> in method List.<Z>make(), which we call open descriptors. These two kinds of descriptor
require different management, as shown in [33], delegated, respectively, to methods $C() and $B$D() as shown in Fig. 4:
independently of their details, these methods are in charge of implementing the first caching level. For instance, method
$C() looks first for the required descriptor in static field $descs, otherwise a newdescriptor is created and registered through
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Fig. 5. Structure of a class descriptor for wildcards.
method $crCLA(). Generic methods are handled similarly as shown for <Z>make(): a method descriptor (instance of class
Desc.Meth) is passed as first argument in the invocation, carrying information about the instantiation of the method type
parameters—independent of it being inferred or explicitly provided.
A type-dependent operation involving a generic type exploits the runtime type information stored in the $d field. For
instance, let v stand for the expression used to access the descriptor for List<String> – e.g. $C(2) as in method main() –,
we have the translations:
o instanceof List<String> -> v.isInstance(o)
(List<String>)o -> (List<String>)v.cast(o)
Methods isInstance() and cast() (of class Cla) simply try to access o’s descriptor: if this is possible it means the objects
has been created from a generic class, hence they simply check whether such a descriptor corresponds to a descriptor for
any supertype of List<String>—by properly implementing the subtyping test. Other kinds of runtime introspection, such
as e.g. those required to support persistence, are implemented in a similar fashion.
Although from Fig. 3 it might appear that the translation dramatically changes the shape of the source code, it actually
mostly involves only the creation of few and small synthetic methods and fields, and the insertion of access expressions
for descriptors. Performance measures executed over large-size benchmarks, like the javac compiler itself, report a general
time overhead within 10%, memory overhead within 5% and a class-size overhead within 15% [33].
The translation is affected bymany other aspects which are not discussed here but are presented in greater detail in [33],
the descriptionweprovided touches the parts that are relevant for understanding the extension implemented for supporting
wildcards.
5. Wildcards in EGO compiler
Based on the issues identified in Section 3, we here describe how the EGO compiler has been extended to deal with
wildcards, leading to a complete reification proposal for Java 5.0/6.0 language.
5.1. Runtime representation of wildcards
The first issue to be addressed concerns the representation of WTs. Among the two possibilities identified in Section 3.1
we here adopts the VPT-like representation, which is smoothly applied to EGO. In particular, it suffices to add to each type
argument an annotation value, expressing which wildcard symbol is used in that position, if any. The class for descriptors
Desc.Cla (whose structure is shown in Fig. 5) has been modified so that a new field annotations now keeps track of the
annotation symbol associated to each type parameter, eachmapping into an integer value. In particular, 0means an invariant
argument (no wildcard), 1 means covariant argument (wildcard ‘‘? extends’’), 2 means contravariant argument (wildcard
‘‘? super’’), and 3 means bivariant argument (wildcard ‘‘?’’). This field is typically left null if the class descriptor represents
an invariant type, that is, if all its arguments have no wildcard. Moreover, field bounds has been added as well which keeps
track of the bounds of each type variable. For instance, EGO represents the type SimpleList<? extends String> by the class
descriptor where: (i) field theClass points to the Class object of SimpleList; (ii) params contains one element, that is,
the type descriptor for String; (iii) annotations contains one integer element, whose value is 1; (iv) bounds contains one
descriptor for the type variable bound, namely Object; (v) the super field refers to the type descriptors of the supertype of
SimpleList<String>, namely, Object.
Concerning the association between objects and the runtime representation of their types, even withWTs this extension
exploits the standard EGO paradigm: namely, each object carries in its compiler-generated field $d the descriptor for its
type, to be used in type-dependent operations.
5.2. Capture conversion and subtyping in EGO
In order to correctly implement subtyping, we first have to change the implementation of method $crCla() shown in
Fig. 3, which has the goal of creating and registering descriptors of a given class. Fig. 6 shows an example. First, the method
now has a further argument containing the annotations array, which is requiredwhen creatingWT descriptors. For instance,
to create the descriptor for D<? extends String>, an array with one descriptor for String is to be passed as first argument,
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Fig. 6.Method $crCLA in the case of wildcards.
while the array new int[]{1} is passed as second argument (1 stands for covariance). Inside the method body, there is a call
to the $capturemethod of the Cla class, which actually implements capture conversion precisely as described in Section 3.2.
The descriptor returned is then used for registering the descriptor for the direct supertype.
Of course, to support capture conversion at runtime we also need to support a new kind of descriptor, namely the fresh
type variable (Ftvar) descriptor. A Ftvar descriptor represents a fresh type variable that has been created during the capture
conversion process. Each Ftvar descriptor simply contains information about its uniqueness and the descriptors for its upper
bound and lower bound. Capture conversion can thus be seen as an operation that takes as input a (possibly generic) class
descriptor Din and whose output is another class descriptor Dout, where type parameters with annotation symbol 1, 2 or 3
are turned into new Ftvar descriptors.
Now that each descriptor properly points to its supertype descriptor, the subtyping algorithm is simply implemented by
navigating the inheritance chain (step 1 of the subtyping algorithm), and then proceeding recursively on type arguments,
as described in Section 3.3. The code in Fig. 7 shows how the subtyping algorithm supporting WTs can be implemented
leveraging EGO type descriptors.
Since no general solution has been found so far for intercepting non-terminating computations, in EGO we currently set
as 100 the maximum number of calls caused by a single subtyping test. Would any such solution be found, our framework
appears flexible enough to easily incorporate it.
5.3. Type inference and captured calls
Our reification of WTs provides the necessary means to support capture calls, following the details described in
Section 3.6. Fig. 8 shows details of the translation of the ListUtils class shown in Fig. 2. Given a captured call to a method
m with n type variables, we can look at the captured call inference process as a function that takes as input the runtime
type of arguments passed to m and returns as output the n inferred types for the method’s type variables. This is obtained
in EGO compiler by a method $KAP, added to all the client classes that perform a captured call, and which encapsulates the
above inference process: it takes the descriptors of all the arguments passed and returns themethod descriptor to be actually
used in the invocation. Hence, invocation doClone(l) is translated to doClone($KAP(l.$getDesc()),l). Assuming that l is an
object whose runtime type is List<String>, $KAP takes in input the descriptor for List<String>, matches it with the original
signature <T>clone(List<T>) thus binding T to String, and returns the descriptor formethod ListClient.<String>clone().
The internal implementation of $KAP is as follows. The static field $kap0_path is added that encodes the position of the
type variable to be inferred inside the argument type—if more arguments exist, an array of such fields has to be added. Note
that, since a captured type variable can only appear at the toplevel of a given generic type C<T> [10,29,30], an integer value
suffices to encode such information. In this case the field $kap0_path is given the value 0, meaning the first type argument is
already the variable to be inferred. If the argument to method clone()were e.g. Pair<String,T>, that field would have been
set with the value 1, namely, T is found there moving to type argument in position 1 of Pair<String,T>. After $kap0_path is
initialised, method Desc.infer() navigates the type finding the type parameter to be inferred, hence a method descriptor
is correspondingly created and returned.
This implementation of Desc.infer() actuallymight have to handle some other subtletieswhichwe do not fully describe
here for the sake of simplicity, including null values passed as argument, actual argument types that are proper subtypes
of formal ones, and interplay between captured calls and open descriptors. The basic translation schema is anyway similar.
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Fig. 7. The subtyping algorithm.
Fig. 8. Translation of code with a captured call.
6. Discussion and conclusions
In this paper we discussed all the issues that must be tackled to implement a reification support for wildcards, to be
used in a new or existing approach for runtime generics, either at compile-time or runtime. The main achievement of this
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work was to pick the necessary details on existing scientific articles, the Java Language Specification, and the reference
implementation of javac compiler, and accordingly fill the gap towards a complete implementation of wildcard support.
Our techniques have been successfully implemented in an extension to the EGO compiler. This resulted in a reification
proposal for generics that, to the best of our knowledge, is the only one entirely dealingwith the Java Programming Language
of versions 5.0/6.0. It should be noted that a reification support is basically a runtime system for a new language, namely, a
slight extension of Javawhere generics (andwildcards) are treated as first-class types—seamlessly usable in type-dependent
operations. Such a language is currently not deployed, hence it is very difficult to gather large-size source code upon which
performing correctness/performance tests. Other than small-size synthetic programs, our reference case was the code for
javac itself, which largely relies on generics and performs some legacy-style type conversions to unbounded generics such
as C<?> [5]. From that experience, we were able to observe the correctness of our approach with respect to the results of
the compilation process, and a zero overhead with respect to the performance of EGO before supporting wildcards. This
result has been obtained despite some operations involving wildcards are intrinsically more complex to execute – up to
one order of magnitude – compared to standard ones, like subtyping and capture calls. An important point is that, however,
the occurrences of type-dependent operations involving wildcards will likely be quite infrequent—indeed, although their
reification is necessary, wildcards remain a mainly static mechanism for type-safety.
The inclusion of wildcards after Java 5.0 is a challenging requirement for existing works on reification. A main reason
is that most features of WTs – e.g. subtyping – are not easily mimicked by standard (non-generic) Java, and hence they
might be difficult to implement through smooth extensions of the legacy Java compiler or VM. NextGen [4] for instance is
conceived around the idea of reusing concrete Java classes to simulate each different instantiation of a generic type used in an
application—class List$String for type List<String> and so on. Such an approach, which could be implemented either as a
compiler or as an extended class-loader [20], can lead to serious implementation issues. Concerning subtyping for instance,
types of the kind List<? super T> are contravariant, hence, the set of their supertypes is not closed: for any newly defined
class C such that C<:T, type List<? super C> should be a supertype of List<? super T>. Therefore, whether such approaches
would ever be able to support subtyping is an open issue.
An issue we discussed in this paper which is studied elsewhere is decidability of subtyping with variance. In [11] it is
described an extension of the C# language featuring variance annotation in parameterised class declarations (declaration-
site variance). Since the .NET framework provides runtime support for generic types, some of the problems tackled in this
paper have been already discussed in [12]—in particular those regarding subtyping and decidability. One obvious direction
for futurework is to give a better characterisation of the decidability issues addressed in this paper, in particular investigating
which restrictions (if any) should be applied to the language in order to make subtyping decidable. Moreover, the problem
of dealing with inexpressible types inferred by javac in generic method calls has not been explored in depth. In particular,
it is not clear (i) how those types could be used within instance creation expressions and (ii) whether providing runtime
support for those types would result in further complicating the decidability issue.
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